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Abstract: Ontology matching is an essential problem in the world of Semantic Web and other
distributed, open world applications. Heterogeneity occurs as a result of diversity in tools, knowledge,
habits, language, interests and usually the level of detail. Automated applications have been developed,
implementing diverse aligning techniques and similarity measures, with outstanding performance.
However, there are use cases where automated linking fails and there must be involvement of the
human factor in order to create, or not create, a link. In this paper we present Alignment, a collaborative,
system aided, interactive ontology matching platform. Alignment offers a user-friendly environment
for matching two ontologies with the aid of configurable similarity algorithms.
Keywords: linked data; ontology matching; SKOS; thesauri

1. Introduction
The Web of Data is an ever growing and massive amount of data from a wide range of domains
such as publications, geographic, information, economic, health and agriculture among others that
have become available. In fact, the diversity in data from distinct domains but also within the same
or similar domains has created the need for linking and integrating data from numerous sources.
Semantic Web technologies and the RDF format have tended to become a lingua franca of data
integration [1]. Additionally, one of the most important features Semantic Web has to offer is its
ability to interconnect data in order to get additional information. Thus, innovative and advanced
approaches to link discovery in semantic resources can offer great possibilities and significantly benefit
the integration task of diverse data.
While there is a variety of tools for automated or semi-automated link discovery, there are cases
where this approach is either insufficient or inefficient. The potential complexity and versatility of
vocabularies could easily lead to incorrect links. At the same time, the appearance of many synonyms
of a particular vocabulary term in another vocabulary causes a common problem for creating accurate
links between them [2]. An automatic approach of linking large vocabularies leads to only partial
alignments amongst them, and along with this, configuration of similarity algorithms may produce no
links for a number of entities, or include false positive links [3].
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Consequently, linking ontologies can be a challenging and in some cases an unfeasible task to
accomplish, by following a single approach. Moreover, there are cases where the best algorithm for
finding links between entities is human knowledge [4]. This is especially true when the quality of
mappings has a higher value than the quantity of links, which is the case for ontology matching. So,
a mixed-method approach is probably the most suitable for this complicated task.
To this end, we have developed the Alignment Platform, a hybrid, interactive and collaborative
ontology and entity matching service. The service is realized as an online platform where multiple
users can co-create and validate linksets, or deployed locally as a standalone application.
This paper is an extended and improved version of [5]. The following sections and information
have been added:
•
•
•
•

a section presenting our study on similarity algorithms, explaining our decision on the default
configuration of the suggestions engine
a section presenting two use cases
a section presenting related work
updated text within existing sections

In Section 2 we present previous work on applications with related functionality with the
Alignment Platform. In Section 3 we present a typical workflow using the platform. Additionally,
we present the main components of the platform, outlining key functionalities of each component.
In Section 3.3 we present our study on the string similarity algorithms used on the platform. Continuing,
in Section 4, the three evaluation tests we conducted are described in detail. Finally, in Section 4.3
a description of two use cases where the Alignment Platform was used is provided. An online public
instance of the platform is available on https://alignment.okfn.gr and the source code is available
under the MIT license (https://github.com/okgreece/Alignment) through Github. A Docker image is
provided as well through the Docker Hub (https://hub.docker.com/r/skarampatakis/alignment/).
2. Related Work
The Alignment platform is related to other works in different aspects. VocBench [6] is an online
environment aimed at a collaborative development of OWL ontologies, SKOS thesauri and RDF
datasets. Although it is mainly concentrated on development of thesauri, code lists and authority
resources, it also enables a user to validate ontology alignments. In VocBench the user can upload
existing alignments in the Alignment API format [7] and revise them. In comparison with the
Alignment platform, the user cannot manually create links between ontologies/vocabularies in a user
friendly environment. The user can manually create a link only by accessing the Data tab on the
VocBench Frontend and adding the link as a property to the entity.
There are several related online tools from ontology matching field. The YAM++ Online is an
online ontology and thesaurus matching tool. It is the online version of the YAM++ tool [8], with the
difference that the user does not need to deploy the service locally. The YAM++ Online tool offers
three services. The matching service enables a user to upload two ontologies and it computes matches
which can then be revised. Detailed information in text or a graph visualization is also provided.
The validator service enables the user to revise existing alignment uploaded in the Alignment format.
Both services also support manual addition of new links. The API service enables to match two given
ontologies from the programming language. While it also supports human validation of alignments,
in comparison with Alignment the YAM++ Online does not provide collaborative mode for validation
or link creation purposes. Additionally, it offers limited options to edit the Matcher configuration as it
is only allowed to change the label properties, against which the Matcher calculates the similarities.
The next online ontology matching tool is LogMap [9]. LogMap is an ontology matching tool
focused on scalability and reasoning. It implements algorithms for unsatisfiability detection and repair.
Its online version is available as an online form. It enables one to enter two ontologies and specify
whether or not to use mapping repair. If there are some unreliable mappings, a user can revise them
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while a text information about each entity involved in mapping is available. In comparison with
Alignment, LogMap lacks a collaborative mode for an alignment validation but on the other hand,
is focuses on large ontologies and it aims at coherent alignments.
Authors of [10] introduced a collaborative ontology mapping environment Map-On. The Map-On
tool supports creating of mappings between a database schema and existing domain ontology. The tool
enhances mappings creation by different graphical layouts. First, it suggests mappings based on the
database and domain ontology on input. Second, users can revise suggested mappings via a graphical
ontology mapping interface. Similarly to Alignment, it provides a collaborative mode for mapping.
On the contrary, Map-On is focused on mapping between a database schema and domain ontology.
Silk [11] is primarily focused on linked data integration, however, it can also support matching
of ontologies. The Silk Workbench is a web application providing an interactive process of matching.
A user can specify detailed linkage rules using declarative Silk-LSL. Silk targets at high scalability and
performance. Silk is integrated into the Alignment platform as described in Section 3.3. In comparison,
Alignment focuses more on visualization, collaboration and interactivity within its environment.
Through the Silk Workbench, the user can validate entity matchings produced by the configuration of
Silk-LSL but the user is not able to manually create links between the source and target dataset.
The Alignment server enables a user to access the Alignment API [7] via a browser interface
but one can also use other web service interfaces such as REST or SOAP. The server supports the
user to maintain existing alignments (by rendering, evaluating, comparing etc.) and to match two
ontologies using basic matching techniques. The user can also work within the mode of an ontology
network which is a collection of ontologies and their alignments. In comparison with the Alignment
platform, the Alignment server is more oriented to alignment management than to user interaction
and collaboration.
Similar to the Alignment server Visual Ontology Alignment enviRonment (VOAR), ref. [12]
enables a user to maintain alignments. The difference is that VOAR focuses on a visualization
aspect and it supports working with multiple alignments at the same time. There are three main
functionalities. The alignment visualization provides different visualization modes such as intended
trees, graphs etc. The alignment manipulation provides an extensive list of alignment operations
similar to the Alignment server such as trimming, union, inverting etc. Unlike the Alignment server,
it further supports the mapping edition where the user can add, suppress or edit mappings. Finally,
users can also evaluate multiple alignments against the provided reference alignment. The results are
visualized in a tabular view. While VOAR also focuses on a visualization aspect of ontology matching,
Alignment further targets the collaborative aspect of ontology validation.
A novel method of alignment visualization is provided in the Alignment Cubes tool [13] which
enables a user to interactively explore multiple ontology alignments at the same time. It aims at
supporting ontology alignment evaluation where traditional computed measures such as precision and
recall are not enough or where a reference alignment is missing. The interface is a 3D cube view with
two modes. The similarity mode provides an overview of existing mappings and their similarity values
and the mappings mode provides an overview of numbers of existing mappings for an inspected pair
of entities. It thus supports a comparison of different matchers and an identification of alignment parts
with many or few mappings. While this approach is more suitable for ontology alignment evaluation,
it could also support a collaborative ontology alignment which is a part of the Alignment platform.
Therefore, as future work, the Alignment platform could include such visualization mode into its
collaborative mode of mapping validation.
There are many other ontology matching tools [14] which are provided as stand-alone applications.
However, they are out of the scope of the article since they mostly do not provide ontology matching
in online, collaborative and visualization modes as the Alignment platform does.
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3. Alignment Platform Presentation
3.1. System Architecture
The Alignment platform is a hybrid, interactive and collaborative ontology and entity matching
service. A user-friendly GUI is offered in order to match two ontologies/vocabularies. The service
can provide suggestions on the target entities, based on a default or user defined configuration of
similarity measures and basic NLP procedures. Users can select one of the suggested links for each
entity, or they can choose any other link to the target ontology, based on their domain knowledge.
They can also customize the similarity variables that are used to compare the two ontologies which
result in the suggested links, based on their use case and preferences.
The platform enables the collaborative creation and validation of linksets, as multiple users can
work on the same project simultaneously and interactively. The users can provide a positive or negative
vote or comment on a particular link between two entities, thus validating the linksets. A typical
workflow is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Alignment workflow.

The first step required is to upload the ontologies/vocabularies that the user wants in order to
create a linkset (A linkset is a set of links or mappings bSetween entities of two ontologies/vocabularies).
The ontologies get validated automatically from the platform by using Quality check utilities, such as
Skosify [15] and Rapper [16]. The validation step is required to ensure proper parsing and further
processing of the uploaded ontologies on the platform. On successful validation of the ontologies, they
are stored on the platform. The user may define the uploaded ontology as public, thus allowing other
users to use the ontology in their own projects. Then the user can create a project in order to produce
a linkset within the platform. This is followed by the user defining the source and target ontology from
the selection list. Both user-uploaded and public ontologies are selectable through the list. The user
may also define the similarity algorithm configurations that will be used for the system-provided
suggestions. Currently only Silk Framework can be used as a suggestion provider, however, in
the future version of the platform, the user will be able to choose alternatives such as YAM++ or
Alignment API as suggestion providers as well as select a mixture of multiple providers. Furthermore,
the user can provide public access to the project, thus allowing multiple users to work collaboratively.
Upon creation of the project, the platform calculates similarities between the entities of the ontologies
and renders the GUI. None of the suggestions provided by the system is realized as a valid link,
unless some user decides to create a link from a predefined list of link types, or a user-defined link
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type. Finally, produced linksets can be exported, or sent for crowd-sourced validation, through the
Voting service.
3.2. GUI
Users should not be overwhelmed with too much information, but just enough in order to
decide if a mapping should be created or not, as previous studies have shown [17]. We designed
a minimal GUI with utilities to aid users, either domain or ontology engineering experts on the linking
workflow as presented in Figure 2. On the “Create Links” page, both source and target ontologies
are rendered as expandable/collapsible hierarchical tree graphs. Detailed element description and
system-generated suggestions are provided as help for the linking process. Users can select a link type
from predefined, grouped RDF links or a custom link type. An overview of the created links is also
presented, where a user can edit or delete the produced links on the same page. A sample view of the
GUI is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Link creation workflow.

Figure 3. Alignment GUI.
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3.2.1. Graph Module
By definition, the RDF data model represents a graph. Thus, ontologies and other RDF datasets
can be represented as such. In the case of ontologies and vocabularies, hierarchical graphs can be
formed, utilizing relationship properties as links between the elements of the ontology. The Graph
Module of the Alignment Platform implements the visualizations of the ontologies by using the D3
JavaScript library (https://github.com/d3/d3/wiki). D3 can parse data in JSON format using a specific
nested structure (A modified version of https://bl.ocks.org/mbostock/1093025 is used to create the
collapsible indented tree graph shown in Figure 4). We have developed a converter to transform RDF
serializations or OWL ontology representations in that particular structure. The converter uses the
SKOS semantic relationships properties (or OWL equivalent), such as skos:broader or skos:narrower,
to realize the nested hierarchical structure of the graph.

Figure 4. A close up of the Graph Module.

The converter is executed on the ontology importing step. The resulting JSON formatted file is
cached to further increase performance of the renderer. Element coloring follows a predefined scheme,
denoting different properties. For instance, blue colored elements contain child elements/nodes,
while orange elements are terminals. The user can also control the zooming and panning of the graph
by using the respective control buttons.
Above both of the graphs, there is a search bar, with an autocomplete function enabled. Through
this bar, the user can search for a particular entity based on its label. On selection, the respective
element is highlighted on the graph and a detailed description is presented.
On the left side of each element of the graph there is a circular indicator. This indicates the
“linking” status of a particular element. The color gray indicates that there are no links for this element,
either existing or suggested; the color yellow indicates elements for which the system has provided
suggestions and green indicates elements that have been linked with an entity from the target graph.
In the case of multiple users working on the same project, by considering the indicators the users can
skip already linked elements, focus on “easy” to link elements or check what links have been created
for a specific element. This functionality will be extended to indicate conflicts or validation errors.
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3.2.2. Detailed Entity Information
The user can get the complete description of the selected entity. The description is displayed below
the graph. A SPARQL DESCRIBE query is run on the selected element and the result is presented as
a user-friendly and readable infobox as shown in Figure 5 or in raw RDF in multiple serializations.
Users can click on resources describing or linked with this element to get additional information,
therefore getting a comprehensive description of the selected entity.

Figure 5. Detailed entity information.

3.2.3. System Suggestions
Below the descriptions section, there is a panel with the similarity scores; these are calculated
as described in Section 3.3. On the selection of a source element, the module retrieves the matched
entities from the scores graph, if any, and displays them to the user. The scores are presented in score
descending order, and a button on the right side of the score of each entity selects the related target
entity on the graph, and presents its description in the target infobox section. If no suggested target
entity is found or the user decides that none of the proposed entities are related to the selected source
element, the user can utilize the Target Graph module to select a target entity. In Figure 6 we see
a snapshot of the System Suggestions Module. The user has selected an entity from the source graph
with the label “Noils of wool or of fine animal hair”. The system has found six candidate entities
(five are shown here) from the target graph based on the similarity configuration of the project.

Figure 6. The system suggestions module.

3.2.4. Link Type Option
On the Semantic Web, different type of links express different semantics between entities.
For example, two entities may represent the same concept so they could be linked via
a skos:exactMatch, or owl:sameAs link, or concept A could be a broader match of concept B, so it
could be connected via skos:broadMatch. The user should be able to choose the link type.
Through the Link Creator module, the user can select the link type to create between two entities,
these can be selected from a short list of predefined link types, or a user may define his own link type
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on the according text field. Link types are organized in discrete groups: SKOS, OWL and RDF related
link types, in order to minimize confusion for the user. The Create Link button will create the new link,
if the specified link passes the validation criteria. For instance, if the user tries to create an existing link
triplet, the system will reject the link. The user is notified in either case through on-screen notifications.
The module is presented in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Link Type Selection and Link Creation Module. The user can provide a custom link type by
selecting the “Other” option and define the link type on the respective field.

3.2.5. Created Links Monitor
On the last panel of the GUI, presented in Figure 8, the user can monitor the links created on
the project, which are presented on a searchable and orderable table. The user can delete created
linksby clicking on the “X” button and export them into different RDF serializations. The user may
also import links in various RDF serializations, that may have been produced by other automated or
manual matching tools.

Figure 8. Created links monitor.

3.3. Calculating Similarities
Alignment integrates with the Silk Linking Framework [11], as a backend to calculate similarities
between entities from different ontologies or vocabularies. The similarities found are used as
suggestions for the manual linking part of the process. To do this, a Silk configuration file containing
the comparison specifications in the Link Specification Language of Silk (Silk LSL) and XML form has
to be created and executed by Silk. The user can either select the default application settings as the
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comparison specifications, or can create user specified configuration file, customizing the similarity
metrics to be used for the comparison or import a Silk LSL file.
The comparison process calculates similarities on predefined or user provided properties of the
entities of the source and target ontologies. The process uses suitable similarity algorithms that are
provided in Silk, like the Levenshtein distance metric, the Jaro-Winkler distance metric, the Dice
coefficient metric or the soft-Jaccard similarity coefficient metric.
The comparison is exhaustive and for every entity of the source graph, all entities from the
target graph are examined. This is the automatic part of the linking process and it has to be executed
separately, before the user can manually select and link entities between the two graphs. The whole
process is carried out as a background process and the user is notified upon completion. Silk is
configured to store the calculated similarities using the Alignment format [18].
3.3.1. Default Configuration Parameters Choice and Validation
Finding the most suitable algorithm for accurately predicting similarities between entities is
a complex task, which includes multiple string transformation steps and a variety of similarity
algorithms to choose from. Calculating similarities scores may take considerable time to complete with
unknown results, in a “trial and error” routine. At this point we should state that there is not a “one
size fits all” formula.
We evaluated and validated settings to be used as default for Silk. For the purposes of the
OpenBudgets.eu project, domain experts such as public officers and economists committed to
provide and evaluate linksets between SKOSified codelists (https://goo.gl/DoQBOQ). A linkset
is a set of RDF links. Code Lists are a key part of fiscal datasets. They are prescribed controlled
vocabularies, that serve for the coding of concepts that can be expressed in many ways. In the scope
of OpenBudgets.eu project, several EU or national level codelists were described using the SKOS
Vocabulary, as RDF Data Cube dimension codelists as described in [2] and then linked to each other
where possible. In some cases, links between codelists was provided by authoritative organizations
such as the Eurostat’s RAMON mappings (http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/ramon/relations/index.cfm?
TargetUrl=LST_LINK&StrNomRelCode=CPA%202008%20-%20CPC%202&StrLanguageCode=EN&
StrOrder=2&CboSourceNomElt=&CboTargetNomElt=) of CPA (Classification of Products by Activity
URL: https://goo.gl/EknCdy) to CPC (Central Product Classification URL:https://goo.gl/Rx7qfg).
The linksets they produced are considered to be a golden standard in our approach, in order to
evaluate and validate the similarity scores provided by Silk. In fact, domain experts are not expected
to find or define similarity algorithms on their own. For this reason we tested different parameters of
Silk configuration settings in order to find the most suitable and evaluate the automated part of the
procedure, considering high recall percentage and the speed of the completion of the process.
Specifically, for N entities in CPA(5522) codelist and M in the CPC(4409) codelist, the total number
of the possible links is obviously the cartesian product P = NxM. RAMON mappings contain more
than 3.8 K links between the two codelists, while the number of possible links is near 25 M. So, the links
contained in the RAMON linkset are considered as validated positive, while the rest are considered as
validated negative.
We produced several Silk Link Specification Language (Silk-LSL) files, based on four different
similarity measures and different settings for each similarity measure. Dice Coefficient metric is
a token-based text similarity metric. Given two sets of tokens X and Y, the Dice coefficient is defined as
sim Dice coe f f . =

2 · |X ∩ Y|
| X | + |Y |

(1)
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The Jaro [19] similarity metric is an edit-based string similarity metric. Given two strings s1 and s2 ,
the Jaro distance is defined as (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jaro-Winkler_distance):
(
sim Jaro =

0
1 m
3 ( | s1 |

+

m
| s2 |

+

m−t
m )

ifm = 0
otherwise

(2)

where
•
•
•

|si | is the length of string si ;
m is the number of matching characters;
t is the number of transpositions

Two characters are considered as matching only if they are the same and in a position within
max (|s1 |,|s2 |)
− 1. The number of transpositions is defined as the number of
the string not further than
2
matching, but in different sequence order characters divided by 2.
The Jaro-Winkler similarity [20] was also considered. It is a variation of the Jaro similarity metric.
It uses a prefix scale p that promotes the ratings of strings that match from the beginning. Given two
strings s1 and s2 , their Jaro-Winkler similarity is defined as:
sim Jaro−Winkler = sim Jaro + [l p(1 − sim Jaro )]

(3)

where
•
•
•

sim Jaro is the Jaro similarity of the two strings;
l is the length of the common prefix at the beginning of the string (maximum four characters)
p is a constant scaling factor

Finally, the soft Jaccard Coefficient is a hybrid string similarity metric. It combines the Jaccard
similarity index and the Levenstein similarity metric. Given two strings with a set of tokens X and Y,
the Jaccard similarity metric is defined as:
sim Jaccard =

|X ∩ Y|
|X ∪ Y|

(4)

The soft Jaccard similarity metric allows tokens within a Levenstein distance to be considered as
the equal.
We ran the Silk Single Machine version 2.7.1 using Silk-LSL formatted settings files against CPA
and CPC as source and target codelists respectively in order to reproduce RAMON linkset in an
automated way. Let TP (True Positive) be the number of the positive links retrieved by Silk and are
contained within the RAMON linkset, then the rest are the FP (false positive). In addition, let FN be
the set of links contained by the RAMON linkset but not retrieved by Silk. We consider recall (RE) as
the ratio of TP links over the sum of total number of TP and FN links.
RE% =

TP
· 100%
TP + FN

(5)

Precision (PR) metric is defined as the ratio of TP links over the sum of the TP and FP links.
PR% =

TP
· 100%
TP + FP

(6)

Precision and recall metrics, calculated for each configuration file are shown in Table 1.
Results are better explained in Figure 9 where the 6th configuration achieves the best score,
with 63.78% Recall score and time for completion of 73 s, which is a reasonable time considering the
size of both graphs (near 5000 entities each).
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By combining all methods, a small improvement in recall measure is reported, with a disanalogous
cost in computation time. Most of the TP retrieved links between all methods overlap. We examined
this case by calculating the mutual and unique positive links retrieved by all methods. The results are
better explained in Figure 10.
Checked set in red is the validated linkset from RAMON, while the rest are the positive linksets
retrieved by Silk using Silk-LSL configuration files as denoted by the name of each set. The first
component represents the similarity algorithm used and the second the threshold set.
Table 1. Values marked with red and green, are the worst and best measure in each metric respectively.
Similarity Measure
Threshold Max Distance
1 Dice Coefficient
0.0
null
2 Dice Coefficient
0.1
null
3 Dice Coefficient
0.2
null
4 Dice Coefficient
0.3
null
5 Dice Coefficient
0.4
null
6 Dice Coefficient
0.5
null
7 Jaro Distance
0.0
null
8 Jaro Distance
0.1
null
9 Jaro Distance
0.2
null
10 Jaro Distance
0.3
null
11 Jaro-Winkler Distance
0.0
null
12 Jaro-Winkler Distance
0.1
null
13 Jaro-Winkler Distance
0.2
null
14 Jaro-Winkler Distance
0.3
null
15 Soft Jaccard Coefficient
0.0
2
16 Soft Jaccard Coefficient
0.1
2
17 Soft Jaccard Coefficient
0.2
2
18 Soft Jaccard Coefficient
0.3
2
19 Soft Jaccard Coefficient
0.4
2
20 Soft Jaccard Coefficient
0.5
1
21 Soft Jaccard Coefficient
0.5
2
22 Soft Jaccard Coefficient
0.5
3
23 Soft Jaccard Coefficient
0.5
4
24 Soft Jaccard Coefficient
0.5
5
25 All combined

PR%
0.65
39.59
26.33
21.13
13.32
8.77
43.54
34.92
14.02
3.46
40.83
21.56
6.59
3.66
39.84
39.64
36.45
30.79
19.78
14.49
11.47
4.93
2.88
1.93
1.11

RE% Time (s)
9.35 700
23.45
14
33.34
28
41.96
27
54.74
40
63.78
73
16.18
69
21.71
69
32.85
65
44.25
68
17.63 536
28.85 475
44.12 496
49.65 569
21.32
18
21.92
20
26.43
52
31.68
97
40.28 140
50.61 184
52.12 202
52.69 176
40.17 237
27.47 196
75.31 NA

A big fraction of the validated links was not retrieve, however, use case specific modifications
on Silk configuration can improve these results. In our case by including “service” and “product” at
the stop-words list showed a 15% improvement in recall. Nevertheless, our goal was to try to find
a generic approach, covering most use cases and as a result these improvements were excluded from
the final default configuration. Advanced users are able to fine tune Silk Configuration as described in
Section 3.3.2.
Because we only used string similarity algorithms in our approach, it was expected that precision
metric would be affected negatively. Entities in codelists sometimes have the same labels, but they
differ in hierarchy level (This actually violates SKOS integrity constraints but it is a fact for a number
of Concept Schemes). String matching as described above ignores hierarchical structure. In this case,
FP links increased with negative results in the precision score of the algorithm. The aim of the algorithm
presented is to be able to provide at least one target entity as a suggestion for every source entity.
In the Silk Framework, a threshold of 0.0 means that only links that achieve a score of 100%
similarity, based on rules specified, will be accepted. Increasing this value lowers the barrier of
acceptance. We observed that for every similarity algorithm, by increasing the threshold, recall is also
increased, however, precision is reduced. The results are shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 9. Recall over time. Top left corner shows the best performance.

Figure 10. Venn diagram of top four methods, regarding Recall Score.

3.3.2. User Configuration
Besides the default comparison settings, a user can also modify the automatic part of the
comparison process, by creating or importing a configuration file in Silk LSL format, for an Alignment
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project between two graphs. These specifications are related to the comparison metrics, the linkage
rule and the output of the comparison. In addition, these user-customized settings are automatically
saved to the user profile or shared in public, so they can also be used on other projects.

Figure 11. Recall over precision. In all configurations, increasing linking threshold drives to higher
recall, reducing precision.

3.4. Integration, Collaboration and Social Features
User login is performed by using a variety of OAUTH capable services such as Github, Google or
Facebook services, or by using the built-in registration system. Multiple users can work on the same
project, enabling faster completion of projects. Additionally, linksets can be exposed to open voting to
get validation.
3.4.1. Integration with Other Services
Created links can be exported as single files in different RDF serializations with the platform
offering two additional options to provide linksets in different applications. Public linksets are
available via a SPARQL Endpoint for Semantic Web applications and a REST API, as an access point
for common applications.
3.4.2. SPARQL Endpoint
In order to be able to integrate with Semantic Web applications, a SPARQL Endpoint is
implemented using the ARC2 PHP Library (https://github.com/semsol/arc2). With this approach we
can reuse the existing MySQL database, without having to replicate the database in an RDF triple store,
even though at the present time the endpoint supports only a subset of the SPARQL(1.0/1.1) features.
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3.4.3. API
By design, the platform should support integration with legacy applications using APIs,
in a Semantic Web agnostic manner. In order to comply, a REST API interface was developed. The
API accepts HTTP post requests on the URL http://{ip:port}/api/{function} where function can be
string, IRI, ontology or ontologyIRI. The first two functions can be used to look up a specific entity
or a set of entities. For instance, we can provide the label of an entity or its IRI, and get all the matched
links that the provided entity has on all or specific ontologies. The other two functions are used to get
information about a specific ontology that exists on the platform or to acquire all the matched links
against a target ontology. The user can select from various response formats, like CSV or JSON.
3.4.4. Working on the Same Project
There are projects that may contain a vast number of entities which need to be linked, making them
a bad candidate for manual linking. However, the effort expended is reduced by employing multiple
users [21]. One of the requirements of the platform is to have the ability to host multiple users per
project allowing these users to act simultaneously and interactively so as to develop linksets between
ontologies quickly. The projects can be private or public. The public projects are visible and accessible
to all users, so they can work collaboratively. Entities with existing links are marked through indicators
to prevent the duplication of work and errors. Links are attached to the creator to enable filtering and
monitoring of work completed or to prevent vandalism [22].
3.4.5. Crowdsourcing Link Validation
For validation purposes, the created links can be exposed on to public voting; this means that
users can vote positively or negatively for a link and may also comment on each link, providing
feedback for other users. A voter can request a subset of the links, in the form of a poll, in order to start
the voting process and each subset is different from the other as it is created upon request of the voter.
The pool of links is firstly reduced by the links the voter may have already voted for and then picked
randomly from the pool. The size of the chunk can be defined by the project owner, affecting the voting
session duration and the overall user experience.
After creating the voter specific poll, the links composing the subset are presented in succession
to the voter. In fact, the interface is designed to be user-friendly and hide the underlined RDF data
modeling. Each entity and link type is presented by its label in the voters language if it is available.
As a result, the particular RDF triple is represented as a sentence as shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Voting interface.

Each part is clickable pointing to the resource IRI, enabling the user to retrieve more information.
This requires the IRIs to be dereferenceable. To prevent biasing the voter, the exact current score of
each link is not shown. The user can upvote, downvote or skip a link and in the case of downvoting
a link, user feedback is requested, to classify the reason for downvoting. Feedback can be classified
as (a) Unrelated, to mark false positive links, (b) Semantic error, to indicate a wrong link type
(e.g., it should be skos:narrowMatch and not skos:exactMatch) and (c) Other, to cover the remaining
cases, where the user can provide feedback about the reason for rejection. After the user has completed
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the poll, an overview is shown which allows the user to change a vote, provide feedback, or revisit
skipped links.
4. Evaluation
4.1. Link Creation Module Evaluation
As described in Section 3.2 the Link Creation module was designed to cover the needs of both
semantic web experts, or domain experts with no previous knowledge of ontology engineering.
So we conducted two experiments, testing the user experience and the outcome of the linking project.
The first was targeted to Junior Level Ontology Engineers (graduate students) and the second targeted
to public officers, experts in the fiscal data domain. Both were supervised by experienced Senior
Ontology Engineers.
4.1.1. Junior Level Ontology Engineers
The scope of the experiment was to provide mappings between two codelists, from the
Administrative Classification of the Municipality of Athens (hereafter Codelist A instances ) and
the Administrative Classification of Greek Municipalities (hereafter Codelist B) instances. (Codelist A:
https://goo.gl/UYrfPx), Codelist B: https://goo.gl/oxjjLn, Expert Mapping: https://goo.gl/yiCTUw.
These codelists were used as dimension values in datasets described using the OpenBudgets.eu data
model [23] an RDF DataCube [24] based fiscal data model. Thus, the mapping would enable direct
comparison of fiscal data across Greek Municipalities [3].
The group consisted of 21 graduate students. The test was separated into two parts with an overall
duration of two hours. The aim was to compare the two by time proposed methods to conduct links
between SKOSified codelists. One was the use of advanced collaborative ontology editors, facilitating
a platform like VoCol [25], and the other was the use of a GUI with system provided suggestions
leading to the development of Alignment. In order to overcome the issue of the additional time
required to get used to the VoCol platform, we decided to simulate the VoCol user experience, leaving
out the collaborative part. To simulate the VoCol user experience, participants had the two codelists
open with a text editor and created a new file to commit the linksets. Both codelists were given in Turtle
format for easier manipulation and commitments to the linkset file were requested to be serialized in
Turtle. So for each instance of the source Codelist A, the participants had to search for a compliant
instance on the target Codelist B, and then commit the link on the linkset file on the following format:
<clA_instance_IRI> skos:broadMatch <clB_instance_IRI>.
Participants were limited to a time of one hour to conclude their linking projects, validate, fix and
finally send their linksets. The validation part was made by using the Rapper utility [16], as this is the
case for VoCol. Errors were fixed by the participants before sending the final linksets.
Afterwards, the participants were asked to complete the same task by using the Alignment
platform. They created their own projects and then they had the same time limit to conclude their work.
Each user worked separately, so we did not test the collaborative features of the platform. Bugs found
on the platform and notices where tracked by assistants to give feedback to the developers team.
Out of the 21 submitted linksets produced with the text editor, 13 were unable to be parsed due to
different kind of syntax errors. Some files contained invalid characters, other were missing the “<>”
brackets, or the “.” Turtle specific triple ending. Additionally, five of the linksets used concepts of the
target codelist as subjects and vice versa, thus inducing semantic errors. Similarly, the Rapper utility
provides syntax validation but the user has to understand and fix the error manually. In contrast,
by using the Alignment platform, syntax errors are eliminated as the serialization of the links is
handled and validated by the platform. Additionally, semantic errors were not present, as the platform
always sets as subject resource an instance of the source ontology and vice versa. The utilities that
Alignment offers, helped the participants to create linksets in a more efficient way. In fact, the majority
of the participants (76.19%) reported that they enjoyed the session with Alignment. Likewise, 90.47%
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answered that they would use the platform for linking projects again, but at the same time 61.9% of
the participants stated that there was still room for improvement. Consequently, we plan to conduct
a more analytical evaluation of this trial, in order to evaluate overall improvement of user scores in
terms of precision and recall, using the produced linksets by the students and the complete mapping
provided by an Ontology Engineering Expert. The overall conclusion of the trial is that while VoCol is
an excellent platform to maintain and collaboratively create an ontology, when it comes to Ontology
Alignment and especially employing domain experts with no prior knowledge of the RDF concept,
it seems inadequate.
4.1.2. Domain Experts
The scope of the trial was to produce a linkset between the EU categorization system for
funded projects with those of individual EU countries, in order to enable straightforward fiscal
analyses. This was realized by building a linkset between the Czech codelist (44 items) to that
of Europe (142 items). In order to ensure the quality of the linkset, we involved two domain
experts, working separately, using the Alignment platform. They followed detailed guidelines
which also included a short manual on how to use the Alignment GUI and the instruction that
experts should prefer certain types of links, i.e., there was the following preference skos:exactMatch,
then skos:narrowMatch, skos:broadMatch and then the rest.
Both experts interlinked 32 of the same items while expert one linked 84% (37) items from the
source codelist and expert two linked 82% (36) items from source codelist. While expert one employed
all skos link types (out of all the 53 links) more or less uniformly (21 narrowMatch, 11 closeMatch,
9 exactMatch, 8 relatedMatch, 4 broadMatch), expert two created mainly narrowMatch links (116),
plus eight exactMatch and one broadMatch, out of all the 125 links. Both experts managed 32 times to
link the same two entities in one link and, more importantly, they managed to create the very same
link 23 times with seven exactMatch, one broadMatch and 15 narrowMatch. The resulted linkset
of 23 links represents the nucleus of the reference linkset (Czech Codelist https://goo.gl/pKZpVR,
European codelist https://goo.gl/9hCPZq, Guidelines: https://goo.gl/vRYc5r, Results: https://goo.
gl/BEmzfb). Since there were so many links created by only one expert (57% in the case of expert one
and 82% in the case of expert two), we plan to let experts discuss those links which were not agreed on
as so to extend the current reference linkset.
4.2. Link Validation Module Evaluation
To test the Voting module of the Alignment platform we conducted a workshop, engaging domain
experts to validate a linkset between Wikidata and the National Library of Greece Authority Records,
produced by an automated procedure.
Trial Set Up
Twenty-two participants, varying from young undergraduate librarians to experienced public
Library Cataloguers, worked on the same project to validate a linkset produced by an automated
procedure. The sum of 11K links was created by using string similarity algorithms, provided
by Silk. However, in order to achieve high recall scores, the threshold was set to be low, this meant
that configuration also introduced false positive links, and as a consequence, user interaction was
needed. The linkset was imported on the platform within a public project created by the instructor,
and after a brief presentation of the concept and a demonstration of the basic Voting System utilities,
the participants started to validate the links using the platform. The project was configured to offer
chunks with a size of 25 links each time a user requested a new Poll. Each participant had to complete
at least one Poll. Assistants were logging bugs of the system and feedback from the participants about
possible design pitfalls and ’nice-to-have’ features.
After almost 20 min, a set of 395 unique links (3.5% of the total linkset) were validated using the
Alignment Platform. An overview of the voting process is presented in Figure 13. The vast majority
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of the participants completed just one poll while some more enthusiastic ones started more polls.
The validation process helped us to improve our similarity algorithms configuration for the automated
procedure. After the completion of the trial, participants had to complete a questionnaire based on
the usability of the platform and the overall experience. About 73% of the participants said that they
would like to include the platform on their workflow, while about 80% found that they felt it was easy
to use the platform.

(a)
(b)
Figure 13. Voting Process Overview. (a) Frequency distribution of votes per user; (b) Domain experts
found that 13% of the links presented to them where wrong.

4.3. Besides OpenBudgets.eu—Use Cases
The Alignment Platform has been used in several other cases apart from the OpenBudgets project.
In the following paragraphs, the most notable examples are presented.
4.3.1. EveryPolitician Project
EveryPolitician (http://docs.everypolitician.org/) is a project that aims to provide data about
every politician in the world. The project utilizes the community of Wikidata through the
EveryPolitician WikiProject (https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_every_politician)
and local events organized throughout the world. Within this context, a relevant event in the form of
an editathon was organized in Greece by the EveryPolitician Project, the Open Knowledge Greece,
the Greek Wikipedia User Group and Vouliwatch (https://vouliwatch.gr/about/en), an NGO in
Greece that monitors the activity of the Hellenic Parliament. The goal of the event was to have complete
and comprehensive data on the Hellenic Parliament politicians of the recent parliamentary term.
In order to achieve this, a dataset is considered as complete and comprehensive if it contains
information about the current position held (parliamentary term, district elected, party, district etc.)
and biographical data (given name, date of birth, sex or gender, social accounts etc.). Vouliwatch
offers an API with most of this information openly available. Instead of manually editing every
record on Wikidata, we decided to import the dataset of Vouliwatch to Wikidata, meaning that
a complete mapping between entities of both datasets was required. We exported the entities from
Wikidata and described the Vouliwatch dataset in RDF format using FOAF. Both datasets were
imported to the Alignment Platform. Participants created and validated collaboratively the mappings
of the entities through the Alignment Platform. Finally, we developed a PyWikibot consuming
both datasets and the mappings from the Alignment API, to import data on Wikidata automatically.
At the end of the procedure, the completion rate of the Wikidata dataset reached 100% in most
of the indicators (https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_every_politician/Greece/
Parliament/completeness).
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4.3.2. PhD Hub
The European PhD Hub (http://phdhub.eu) is an online platform that will provide PhD
students, Researchers and Universities with opportunities for cooperation and funding from the
public and private sectors, both in direct research funding and commissioned research from enterprises.
The project consists of three specific outputs aimed at: (a) Establishing a quality framework for
university-business cooperation, (b) Building an online infrastructure to increase research opportunities
and their transferability and (c) Applying and mainstreaming the European PhD Hub. An advanced
matchmaking procedure between the users of the platform and the research opportunities has been
identified as a critical point for the success of the platform [26]. The matchmaking procedure is
based on the conceptual linking of the research areas. These are represented as a Knowledge Graph,
consisting of already established Scientific Classifications such as the MeSH [27], the ACM CCS [28]
and STW Thesaurus for Economics [29] among others. Overlapping or related concepts were linked
manually, using the Alignment Platform. Knowledge Management on the PhD Hub platform is
handled by VocBench. Although VocBench offers a link validation GUI, it cannot be used to create
links manually in a user-friendly environment as discussed in Section 2. The Alignment Platform can
integrate with the backend of VocBench, SemanticTurkey(ST). Accordingly, it can import graphs from
ST and export links back to ST after the validation process, extending the functionality of VocBench.
5. Summary
As described in Section 1, there are cases where automated ontology matching tools fail to
produce either complete or partial matchings between ontologies. Thus, there is a need to produce
linksets manually. In the case of confined size of ontologies, the process might be trivial for an
experienced Ontology Engineer with excessive domain knowledge within the context of the ontologies
in question. However, there are cases were the size of the ontology is non-negligible or there is
the need to engage domain experts, which usually have no previous experience on the ontology
matching task. As we have shown in Section 2, there is a gap in collaborative ontology matching tools
and Alignment was developed to bridge this gap. We presented the Alignment platform, a novel
service towards collaborative interactive ontology and entity matching on the Semantic Web World.
This tool was developed based on the experience gained working on Horizon 2020 Openbudgets.eu
project, in order to enhance domain experts of fiscal datasets, manually creating and evaluating links
between heterogeneous ontologies. The service can be used as well to crowdsource linkset creation
and evaluation. During our evaluation tests and use cases presented in Section 4, we demonstrated the
Alignment Platform in various audiences, receiving overall positive reaction and comments for the
user-friendliness of the application.
Furthermore, we are working on the development of a translation functionality to enable system
aids for multilingual ontologies. In the next development cycle we will enable the capability to use
alternative suggestion providers such as LIMES, YAM++, Alignment API, or others.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
SKOS
RDF
SPARQL

Simple Knowledge Organization System
Resource Description Framework
SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language
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API
REST
SOAP
OWL
ACM CCS
MeSH
STW
GUI
FOAF
Silk LSL
CPA
CPC
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Application Programming Interface
Representational State Transfer
Simple Object Access Protocol
Ontology Web Language
Association for Computing Machinery Computing Classification System
Medical Subject Headings
Standard-Thesaurus Wirtschaft
Graphical User Interface
Friend of A Friend Vocabulary
Silk Link Specification Language
Classification of Products by Activity
Central Product Classification
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